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Green Closed-Loop Process for Selective Recycling of Lithium from 
Spent Lithium-ion Batteries  

Jiahui Hou, a‡ Xiaotu Ma, a‡ Jinzhao Fu, a Panawan Vanaphuti, a Zeyi Yao, a Yangtao Liu, a and Zhenzhen 
Yang, b Yan Wang *a 

As the economy started to recover from the COVID pandemic, the price of Li2CO3 skyrocketed to the highest. This situation 

has aggravated concerns on the supply chain for lithium-ion batteries (LIBs). Recycling spent LIBs is a potential solution to 

alleviate the bottleneck of the supply chain and prevent environmental pollution, which has attracted lots of attention. 

However, lithium recycling is generally disregarded because of the complex recycling process and its low recycling efficiency. 

Here, this work developed a sustainable lithium recovery process, which can selectively leach and recover lithium with formic 

acid before recycling valuable metals. With reported method, lithium can be 99.8% recovered from layered oxide cathode 

materials with 99.994% purity. In addition, this lithium recovery process is affordable, compared to typical 

hydrometallurgical process, by saving 11.15% per kilogram spent LIBs. Therefore, this research provided a new settlement 

on eliminating the effects of lithium ions on valuable metals separation and co-precipitation reaction and precluding the 

influence of other metal ions on lithium recovery. This simplified lithium recovery process opens up new opportunities for 

sustainable recycling of LIBs and economical restoration of lithium supply chain.

Introduction 

The wide applications of lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) are directly 

driven by their excellent performance in power sources, mobile 

electronics, and energy storages.1-3 Moreover, LIBs dominate 

the electric vehicle market due to their high energy density, 

contributing to USD 36.90 billion in 2020 with the increasing 

demand of electric vehicles (EVs), and will expect to cause 

approximately 1 million spent LIB packs in 2030.4-7 However, the 

increased demands and generated spent LIBs bring concerns to 

the supply chain and environment. Thus, a sustainable LIBs 

system must be developed sooner than later.8 

Lithium is the essential element in LIBs, which is mainly applied 

in cathode materials and electrolytes. In 2019, 65% of lithium 

consumption was for battery applications, a 30% increase from 

2015, resulting in the most significant source of lithium 

consumption.9, 10 From 2018 to 2019, the consumption of 

lithium rose 18%, from 49,100 tons to 57,700 tons.10 If the 

annual growth rate of lithium demand remains 18%, the global 

lithium reservoir will be inaccessible within 30 years.10, 11 

Meanwhile, due to the long lead time and limit production to 

mine and brine operations the demand may outstrip supply as 

early as 2022.9, 11-13 As the economy recovers from the 

pandemic, the price of the most common traded forms of 

battery-grade lithium salt in the global market including Li2CO3 

and LiOH was increased very significantly in September 2021. 

The price of battery-grade Li2CO3 in 2022 reached $76,700 per 

ton, which surpasses the previous cost of $24,750 per ton in 

March 2018. Moreover, LiOH price rose an average of $77.5 per 

kilogram.14-17 Whether it is an excessive increase in the price of 

lithium or an inequality between supply and demand growth of 

lithium, it will cause a devastating impact to the development 

of EVs, mobile electronics and energy storages.  

As there are 5-7% of lithium in spent LIBs depending on 

different types of LIBs, recycling is an effective way to reduce 

the bottleneck of the lithium supply chain and shorten the 

supply-demand gap of lithium.18 For example, a single car LIB 

pack based on LiNi0.5Mn0.3Co0.2O2 contains around 8 kg of 

lithium.19 It is predicted that the complete recycling system 

would reduce the demand for mined lithium to 37%. However, 

a rare focus was placed on recycling lithium from spent LIBs 

because it is less expensive than other elements, such as Co. 

Nevertheless, with the sharp rise in lithium price and the 

increased number of spent LIBs, the situation starts to be 

upturned.  

The pyrometallurgical recycling process usually extracts target 

metals via a high-temperature treatment. Although it is simple 

and easy to scale up, lithium remains challenging to be 

recovered effectively and always remains in the slag.20 

However, some researchers have investigated further on 

recycling lithium from the slag via an added hydrometallurgy 

method. Liu et al.21 conducted leaching of the roasted products 

to recycle 93.67% of lithium based on the pyrometallurgical 

process. Hu et al.22 reported that 84.7% of lithium was 

recovered via carbonated water-leaching method in a 

pyrometallurgical process. Although these methods improve 

the recycling of lithium, the energy consumption is high.20 In 

contrast, the hydrometallurgical recycling process uses aqueous 

chemical method to decompose target elements into solution. 

In this process, lithium is usually extracted the last in the 

solution. Waengwan et al.23 recycled 75% of lithium at the end 

of the hydrometallurgy process Solvent extraction. Lv et al.24 

reported a similar work with a recovery rate of 91.23% for 

lithium. Although the recovery rate is high for both two 

methods, the extra oxidant and precipitant involved cause the 
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extra cost of the recovery process and additional burden for 

environment. While the hydrometallurgical process has a high 

recovery rate of lithium, the low concentration of lithium in the 

raffinate requires an extra concentration process,20 leading to a 

high back-end cost. The direct recycling process is a recovery 

method that directly harvest and recover active materials from 

LIBs, while retaining their original compound structure.25, 26 

During this process, lithium will not be extracted from spent 

cathode materials. Extra Li sources will be added to recover the 

structure and performance of spent cathode materials. 

Although the recovery rate of lithium seems to reach 100%, 

strictly sorting, pre-treatment steps and outdated recovered 

product limit the scale-up of the direct recycling process.27 In 

summary, despite the increased interest in lithium recycling, 

lots of challenges on the commercialization aspects and 

development of a sustainable process remain.   

Here, we developed a highly selective process of lithium 

extraction via concentrated formic acid leaching. In this process, 

lithium is preferential extracted with only a trace amount of 

transition metals (< 5%) leached into the solution. The 

optimized condition is obtained at 60°C for 5 hours. In addition, 

all chemicals can be reused via facile distillation process, 

thereby allowing a fully closed-loop process for environmentally 

friendly lithium recovery. With the reported method, lithium 

can be 100% leached from different layered oxides cathode 

materials where the purity of recovered lithium carbonate can 

reach as high as 99.994% with 99.8% recovery efficiency, which 

both reach highest among reported works (Table S6).24, 28-35 

Furthermore, lithium can be recovered from leaching solution 

first, which carries out a new approach to extract Lithium with 

reusable chemicals to enable a high recycling rate, low expense, 

and high purity products. Compared to the traditional lithium 

recycling methods, our approach avoids introducing extra 

chemicals for lithium extraction. In the hydrometallurgical 

process, lithium recovery is after co-precipitation reaction from 

the ammonia solution with a high Na/Li ratio. Our method can 

eliminate the effects of lithium ions in the co-precipitation 

reaction and simplify the lithium recovery process and waste 

water treatment. Besides, the lithium recovery process is cost 

competitive compared to the hydrometallurgical process, which 

can save 11.15% cost of recipient per kilogram spent battery.   

Experimental 

Materials 

Formic acid (98%), Acetone (≥ 99.5%), commercial lithium 

carbonate (Li2CO3) used for comparison in this work were 

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. LiNi1/3Mn1/3Co1/3O2 (NMC111， 

MTI), LiNi0.6Mn0.2Co0.2O2 (NMC622, BASF), LiNi0.8Mn0.1Co0.1O2 

(NMC811, Targray), black mass (actual spent LIBs powder 

including mixed cathode materials, graphite, and conductive 

carbon, commercial recycler) were used in the leaching process. 

All used materials were dissolved in the acid solution to validate 

the stoichiometric ratio of the elements by inductively coupled 

plasma-optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES). The results 

are listed in Table S1. 

Recycle and Recovery Process 

The entire process is illustrated in Fig. 1. The selective leaching 

experiments were conducted in a glass vial while stirring to 

ensure the good contact area between the cathode materials 
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and formic acid. During this process, the cathode materials 

react with formic acid and the products are lithium formate, 

transition metals formate, oxygen, and water. Taking NMC111 

as an example, the reaction formula is displayed in Equation 1.  

2𝐿𝑖𝑀𝑂2 + 4𝐻𝐶𝑂𝑂𝐻 → 2𝐻𝐶𝑂𝑂𝐿𝑖 + (𝐻𝐶𝑂𝑂)2𝑀 + 2𝐻2𝑂 + 𝑀𝑂2      (1) 

The reaction was performed at different temperatures and time 

to determine the optimized leaching conditions. After leaching, 

the solid powder was separated from the leaching solution 

through filtering. Then, the leaching solution was distilled at the 

set temperature while stirring to recycle the formic acid 

whereas contaminated Lithium formate was collected for 

further recovery and purification. The contaminated lithium 

formate was sintered in the muffle furnace. The whole sintering 

process was carried out under air atmosphere. The 

contaminated lithium formate was sintered in the muffle 

furnace. The whole sintering process was carried out under air. 

As shown in Equation 2, the lithium formate will react with 

oxygen producing lithium carbonate, carbon dioxide, and 

water.36 The transition metal formate will react with oxygen, 

producing metal oxide, carbon dioxide, and water (Equation 3-

5).37-40 

2𝐻𝐶𝑂𝑂𝐿𝑖 + 𝑂2  → 𝐿𝑖2𝐶𝑂3 + 𝐶𝑂2 ↑  +𝐻2𝑂                            (2) 

𝑁𝑖(𝐻𝐶𝑂𝑂)2 + 𝑂2 → 𝑁𝑖𝑂 + 2𝐶𝑂2 ↑  +𝐻2𝑂                            (3) 

𝐶𝑜(𝐻𝐶𝑂𝑂)2 + 𝑂2 → 𝐶𝑜𝑂 + 2𝐶𝑂2 ↑  +𝐻2𝑂                             (4) 

𝑀𝑛(𝐻𝐶𝑂𝑂)2 + 𝑂2 → 𝑀𝑛𝑂 + 2𝐶𝑂2 ↑  +𝐻2𝑂                         (5) 

 The heating and cooling rates during sintering were maintained 

at 2°C/min. The sintered powder was dissolved in the deionized 

water (DI water) at room temperature. After filtering, the 

lithium carbonate solution was collected. The lithium carbonate 

was precipitated when transferring the solution into acetone. 

The recovered lithium carbonate powder was filtered and dried 

in the regular oven. To purify the used acetone solution, 

distillation process was performed based on boiling point.  

Materials Characterization 

All leaching solutions under different conditions, recycled 

chemicals, and final products were tested by ICP-OES to 

measure the elements’ concentration and calculate the 

efficiency and purification. Particle crystallinity was examined 

via X-ray powder diffraction (XRD; PANalytical Empyrean, Cu Kα, 

λ = 1.54 Å, and scan step size = 0.0167°/step). The morphology 

and particle size of the materials were observed by a scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM; JSM 7000F SEM). Recycled formic 

acid and virgin formic acid were tested by nuclear magnetic 

resonance (NMR) to determine the molecular structures. 

Thermogravimetric test of the contaminated lithium formate 

has been conducted by Simultaneous Thermal Analyzers (SDT 

Q600-TA Instruments), measuring both heat flow and weight 

changes of a material as a function of temperature (or time) 

under controlled atmospheres. X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy (XPS) was conducted by a PHI 500 VersaProbe Ⅱ 

system from physical electronics to study the oxidation state of 

metal elements at the particle surface. The XPS fitting spectra 

were obtained by XPSpeak41 software. The focused ion beam 

(FIB) and advanced scanning electron microscope (SEM) were 

conducted by FEI NanoLab 660 DualBeam system for fast 

cutting and efficient polishing selected particle and scanning 

images with elements analyzing. 

Results and Discussion 

Formic acid can be used to selectively leach lithium out from the 
cathode materials because lithium formate is soluble in the 
concentrated formic acid whereas the transition metals (TM) 
formate are insoluble in the concentrated formic acid.  41 To 
investigate the optimized conditions for formic acid leaching of 
all layered oxide cathode materials, the effects of reaction time 
and temperature were thoroughly investigated. 

Optimized Conditions of the Leaching Process 

Three sets of tests for each leaching conditions were repeated 

to determine the temperature for the reaction, with the fixed 

leaching time of 1 hour (As shown in Table S2). 
LiNi1/3Mn1/3Co1/3O2 (NMC111) was first applied to examine the 

appropriate temperature condition. As shown in Fig. 2a, the 

average leaching efficiency of lithium is only 67.28%  0.78% at 

20°C. Then, the average leaching rate of lithium increases 

gradually with the increased temperature and reaches 100.01% 

 0.02% at 60°C. However, when the temperature increases to 

70°C, the average leaching efficiency decreases to 88.57%  

0.33% and further decreases to 87.24%  0.44% at 80°C. This is 

due to adhesion of the insoluble salts on particle surfaces that 

prevent the leaching process. In Fig. S1, the shell of TM salts can 

be seen clearly, and its thickness is increased as temperature 

increases. Moreover, Fig. S2 exhibits the morphology of etched 

NMC111 particles before and after water washing process. 

Before water washing, the etched powder still has large primary 

particles and dense secondary particles as shown in Fig. S2a. 

However, after water washing, the large primary particles are 

unobservable, and the secondary particles show a significant 

porous structure as shown in Fig. S2b. This is because the large 

primary particles are TMs formate salt particles, which are 

insoluble in concentrated formic acid.42 As a result, TMs formate 

salts will form on the particle surface and prevent the leaching 

process. Although the leaching rate of TMs has similar trend as 

lithium, it is under 5% at any given temperature. Therefore, 

60°C is the optimized temperature for NMC111 to completely 

leach lithium out. Subsequently, LiNi0.6Mn0.2Co0.2O2 (NMC622) 

and LiNi0.8Mn0.1Co0.1O2 (NMC811) were tested at 50°C, 60°C, 

70°C and 80°C based on the results of NMC111. As shown in Fig. 

2b, the average leaching efficiency of lithium for NMC622 at 

50°C, 60°C, 70°C and 80°C is 38.21%0.48%, 66.47%0.41, 

60.09%0.78% and 45.28%0.62 whereas the leaching 

efficiency of TMs is 1.25%0.04%, 1.54%0.05%, 1.11%0.065 

and 1.28%0.04% respectively. In Fig. 2c, the average lithium 

leaching efficiency for NMC811 at 50°C, 60°C, 70°C and 80°C is 

49.28%0.46%, 86.70%1.01%, 81.50%0.64% and 

55.27%0.57% with average leaching efficiency of TMs is 

1.54%0.03%, 2.99%0.08%, 2.59%0.04% and 1.99%0.04%, 

respectively. Thus, 60°C is selected as the optimized 

temperature. The effect of reaction time on leaching efficiency 

of metals was examined at fixed solid-to-liquid ratio of 20 and 
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temperature of 60︒C.  In Fig. 2d-f, the leaching efficiency of all 

metals keeps increasing as the time extends. In fact, the average 

leaching efficiency of lithium for NMC111 is 100%0.01% since 

the first hour (Fig. 2d), however, the average leaching efficiency 

of NMC622 and NMC811 is only 65.77%1.47%, and 

86.87%0.67% after 1 hour, respectively (Fig. 2e and f). After 3 

hours, the average leaching percentage of lithium for NMC622 

is increased to 92.76%1.22%, and the average leaching 

percentage of NMC811 increases to 100.01%0.01%. 

Furthermore, as the time increases to 5 hours, the average 

leaching efficiency of lithium increases to 100.01%0.02% with 

3.91%0.16% of transition metals average leaching efficiency 

for NMC622, and 3.34%0.18% for NMC811. As shown in Fig. 

2g, the NMC111 particles are etched after reacting with the 

formic acid. As time increases, the particles become more 

porous as shown in Fig. 2h-i, which indicates that both the 

lithium and TMs are leached out. In short, the optimized 

leaching conditions are at 60°C for 5 hours where the leaching 

efficiency of NMC111, NMC622, and NMC811 are all 100% for 

lithium with less than 5% of TMs.  

By considering the reality of recycling manufacturing, the 

cathode powders are always mixed with different cathode 

materials, anode powder and carbon black.43, 44 Thus, to study 

the effect of mixed powder, two samples including a mixture of 

NMC111, NMC622 and NMC811, and black mass (actual spent 

LIBs powder composed of NMC111, LiMn2O4, graphite anode 

and conductive carbon) are leached at 60°C for 5 hours and the 

results have been summarized in Fig. 3. Remarkably, the 

leaching efficiency of lithium for all tested materials can reach 

100%, and the average leaching efficiency of TMs for mixed 

cathode materials and black mass were 4.20%0.09%, and 

5.49%0.18%, respectively. Especially, the leaching rate of Ni 

and Co is under 1.5% and the leaching efficiency of Mn is under 

3.5%, which considered to be only trace amount.  

Mechanism of leaching process 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were 

carried out to investigate the oxidation state of lithium and 

transition-metals (Ni, Mn, and Co) at the particle surface during 

the leaching process. The binding energy for C 1s (Fig. S3) of 

Pristine-NMC111(284.87eV), FA-Leached NMC111(284.76eV), 

and DI-Leached NMC111(284.91eV) was used to do the 

calibration for all other elements. The peak at ~288eV for 
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Pristine-NMC111 and DI-Leached NMC111 is usually correlated 

to O-C=O, which indicated the common impurities on the 

surface of the carbon tape.45 However, the ratio of this peak 

increases to 55.1% for FA-Leached NMC111 particles, which 

proves that the formate salt is accumulated on the particle 

surface.  As shown in Fig. 4a-c, there are two peaks located at 

54.07 eV, and 55.1eV in pristine NMC111 cathode materials, 

which demonstrates that the existence of Li2O46 in NMC111 

crystal structure and residual Li2CO3 on the surface of NMC111. 

For leached NMC111 particles washed by formic acid (FA-

Leached NMC111), the lithium oxide bond (Li-O) can still be 

detected at 55.0eV, which is contributed by lithium formate.47 

This conclusion can also be confirmed by the ICP results in Table 

S3. The ICP results shows that approximate 0.1% lithium can still 

be detected in FA-Leached NMC111. Meanwhile, no obvious 

lithium bond is inspectable by XPS for washed leached NMC111 

particles (DI-Leached NMC111) indicating that all lithium ions in 

NMC have been completely leached out by formic acid and 

transformed into a water-soluble form. Thus, considering that 

the metal formate is insoluble in formic acid but highly soluble 

in water, 48, 49we assumed that the 0.1% lithium residue is 

because the lithium formate adhered to the particle surface. 

The Ni 2p spectrum (Fig. 4d-f), presents two spin-orbit lines, of 

which the Ni 2p 1/2 located at 872.148eV, and Ni 2p 2/3 located 

at 854.562eV present the existence of Ni2+. The peaks at 

873.702eV (2p 1/2), and 855.964eV (2p 2/3) correspond to Ni3+ 

in pristine NMC111. During leaching, NMC111 particles reacted 

with formic acid producing nickel( Ⅱ ) formate, which is 

insoluble in the concentrated formic acid.49 As a result of the 

valence changes during the reaction, in FA-Leached NMC111 

(Fig. 4e), the peak of Ni3+ is slightly shifted to 874.29eV. 

Meanwhile, the nickel(Ⅱ) formate sticked on the surface of the 

leached particle and the content of Ni2+ increased from 31.52% 

to 68.56%, calculated by the area of peaks. However, after 

washed by DI water, the XPS results revealed the decrease of 

Ni2+ attributing to the solubility of Nickel formate in the DI 

water, therefore, the content of Ni2+ dropped back to 32.6%. In 

Fig. S3c, the binding energy of Mn 2p is 641.89eV, 642.7eV, and 

641.835eV corresponding to Mn3+ cation for Pristine NMC111, 

FA-Leached NMC111, and DI-Leached NMC111 respectively. 

The peaks located at 643.66eV, 644.2eV, and 643.46eV for 

Pristine NMC111, FA-Leached NMC111, and DI-Leached 

NMC111 respectively, show the existence of Mn4+ on the 

surface of the particle.50 It is worth to emphasize that on the 

surface of FA-Leached particle, Mn2+ cation is detected, at 

641.52eV.51 This phenomenon further proved that during 

leaching reaction, manganese(Ⅱ) formate was produced, and 

then sticked on the surface of the particle. Correspondingly, the 

manganese (Ⅱ) formate can dissolve into the DI water during 

the washing process, therefore, Mn2+ cannot be detected on the 

surface of DI-Leached NMC111 particle. The Co 2p spectrum 

had two main peaks (Fig. S3b), 2p 3/2 at 779.8eV and 2p 1/2 at 

794.7eV indicating that Co3+ is dominant in the crystal structure. 

The coexistence of Co2+ is confirmed with peaks at 781.4eV (2p 

3/2), and 796.1eV (2p 1/2). The possible reasons for small peak 

at 776eV is the O KLL52, or the peak for cobalt formate.53 The 

content of Co2+ is 20.9%, 61.65%, and 40.98% in Pristin-

NMC111, FA-Leached NMC111, and DI-Leached NMC111, 

respectively. This result for Co is consistent with results for Ni 

and Mn, which indicated that the cobalt formate was produced 
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during leaching reaction and dissolved by DI water during 

washing.  

To further confirm the existence of metal formate adhered on 

the surface of leached particles, the FA-leached NMC111 was 

firstly cut by a focus ion beam (FIB) to expose the particle cross-

section. Later, the SEM and Energy dispersive spectroscopy 

(EDS) elements mapping were performed on that cross-section 

to diagnose the carbon distribution from particle centre to 

surface.   EDS elemental mapping result is shown in Fig. 4g-h, 

and carbon(C), contributing by formate salt, is not detected in 

the FA-Leached NMC111 particle, however, there is an obvious 

signal of C at the edge of the particle. The distribution of C 

presents the existence of formate salt on the surface of the 

particle. Although the background noise of carbon tape is high, 

the C signal at the edge of the particle can still be detected. 

According to the carbon distribution detected, the transition 

metals were leached out during leaching process, and formed 

transition metal formate salts. Due to the insolubility of 

transition metal salts in concentrated formic acid, those 

formate salts eventually adhered on the surface of the particles.  

As shown in Fig. 4h, the elemental mapping shows a 

homogeneous distribution of Ni, Mn, and Co in the leached 

NMC111 particle. Furthermore, the ICP results in Table S3 show 

that the ratio of Ni: Mn: Co in FA-Leached NMC111 and DI-

Leached NMC111 is approximately 1:1:1, which can also 

support that the formic acid cannot selectively leach Ni, Mn, 

and Co from NMC cathode materials.  

Lithium recovery

After lithium is leached into the solution with minor formation 

of TMs formate, the lithium is extracted and purified as Li2CO3 

by a simple distillation and sintering process. During distillation, 

the formic acid is evaporated from the flask, and then collected 

after condensed in the condenser. The formate salts including 

lithium formate, manganese formate, cobalt formate, and 

nickel formate are crystallized and collected from the flask. 

Then, formate salts are decomposed in the sintering process 

and converted to the mixture of lithium carbonate, manganese 

oxide, cobalt oxide, and nickel oxide. In order to confirm the 

transformation, TGA is employed to investigate the 

decomposition temperature for the mixture of formate salts. In 

Fig. 5a, the weight starts dropping at 30°C due to the 

dehydration of the formate salts. The second drop occurs at 

around 230°C, caused by the decomposition from formate to 

carbonate.36 The weight kept decreasing till around 350°C 

where the decomposition of lithium formate is completed. The 

TMs formate converts to TMs oxide in the range of 230°C to 

340°C.37-40 Therefore, the obtained formate mixture is sintered 

in a two-step procedure. In the first step, the mixture is sintered 

at 350°C for 5 hours to convert the lithium formate to lithium 

carbonate. Then, the temperature is further increased to 450°C 

in the second step, to ensure all TMs formate is decomposed to 

insoluble TMs oxide. Therefore, after the sintering process, the 

lithium carbonate is soluble in the DI water,54 and the insoluble 

TMs oxide is filtered out. Then, the lithium carbonate solution 

is poured into acetone, due to the insolubility of lithium 

carbonate in acetone55. Lithium carbonate forms flocculent 

Fig. 5 (a) TGA pattern of contaminated lithium formate, (b) XRD patterns for commercial lithium carbonate and the recovered lithium carbonate, (c) SEM image for the 
recovered lithium carbonate, and(d) SEM image for commercial lithium carbonate.  
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precipitation at the bottom of the container. After filtered, the 

pure lithium carbonate can be obtained. As shown in Fig. 5b, 

the XRD pattern of the recovered lithium carbonate agrees well 

with the commercial lithium carbonate and no impurity peaks 

are observed based on standard lithium carbonate pattern (00-

022-1141). To compare the morphology of the recovered 

lithium carbonate and commercial lithium carbonate, SEM is 

utilized. Fig. 5c shows the particle size of the recovered lithium 

carbonate is ~100 nm and has a significant agglomeration. 

Compared with the commercial lithium carbonate in Fig. 5d, the 

particle size distribution of the recovered lithium carbonate is 

more uniform, which may provide better dispersion when 

mixing with the precursor. Besides, the final recycling rate of 

lithium reaches 99.8%, which is the highest recycling rate 

reported so far based on our knowledge.10 ICP-MS is employed 

to detect the purity of the recovered lithium carbonate where 

the commercial lithium carbonate is tested as a reference. Same 

amounts of the recovered lithium carbonate and commercial 

lithium carbonate are dissolved in aqua regia solution for ICP-

MS testing, and the results are presented in Table S3. Compared 

to the commercial lithium carbonate, the amount of impurity 

elements in the recovered lithium carbonate is much lower, 

indicating a higher purity. Based on the equation (6) below, the 

calculated purity of the recovered lithium carbonate is 99.994%.  

𝑃𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 =  
 𝑇𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝐿𝑖2𝐶𝑂3 

𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝐿𝑖2𝐶𝑂3  
∗ 100%                                  (6) 

Electrochemical performance of sintered NMC111 with recycled 

lithium carbonate 

For a deeper quality analysis, a batch of LiNi1/3Mn1/3Co1/3O2 (RLi-

NMC111) cathode material was synthesized with the recovered 

lithium carbonate. Fig. 6a-b shows the SEM images of 

Commercial-NMC111, and RLi-NMC111. A typically spherical 

secondary particle consisting of primary particles was observed. 

The particle size for Commercial-NMC111 is ~21.59μm, and for 

RLi-NMC111 is ~ 20.76μm. The phase and structure of 

Commercial-NMC111, and RLi-NMC111 were analyzed by XRD 

shown in Fig. 6c. The XRD pattern of RLi-NMC111 matched well 

with Commercial-NMC111, which refers to a typical layered 

structure.  It is worth to emphasize that RLi-NMC111 has higher 

(003)/ (104) ratio (1.79), while Commercial-NMC111 is 1.63, 

indicating a lower cation mixing of the RLi-NMC111 cathode 

material. Therefore, the RLi-NMC111 cathode material is 

supposed to have a better electrochemical performance. To 

obtain the lattice data for RLi-NMC111 and Commercial-

NMC111, the refinement was used to calculate the structure 

parameters, which are displayed in Fig. 6d-e, and Table S4. 

Compared to Commercial-NMC111 cathode, the RLi-NMC111 

manifested the analogous parameters indicated that the RLi-

NMC111 sintered by recovered lithium carbonate can reach the 

comparable performance.  

The RLi-NMC111 cathode material is further tested in Li/NMC 

half-cell and compared with Commercial-NMC111 under the 

same condition.  The electrochemical performance comparison 

between RLi-NCM111 and Commercial-NMC111 cathode 

material is illustrated in Fig. 6f. In contrast to Commercial-

NMC111, the RLi-NMC111 can provide similar initial discharge 

capacity (152.1 mAh/g vs. 154.7 mAh/g) at 0.1C. For high-rate 

performances, the comparison between RLi-NMC111 vs. 

Commercial-NMC111 is 148.3 mAh/g vs. 148.4 mAh/g, 138.9 

mAh/g vs. 140.2 mAh/g, 134.1 mAh/g vs. 134.9 mAh/g, 118.4 

mAh/g vs. 120.6 mAh/g, and 111.9 mAh/g vs. 111.4 mAh/g, 

102.9 mAh/g vs. 104.5 mAh/g, for 0.2C, 0.5C, 1C, 2C, 3C, and 5C 

respectively. In addition, the cycling test was carried out at 1C 
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with the operating voltage range of 2.8–4.3 V at room 

temperature. As shown in Figure S6, after 50 cycles at 1C, RLi-

NMC111 shows comparable cycling stability with Commercial-

NMC111.  

Above all, the cathode material prepared with recycled 

Li2CO3 is certified to provide matched electrochemical 

performance compared to Commercial-NMC111 cathode 

materials. 

Development of a closed-loop process 

Formic acid has been recycled and collected from the system by 

a facile distillation process. The density of recycled formic acid 

is 1.18 g/ml, which is comparable to the virgin formic acid (1.2 

g/ml). The decrease in density is due to the close boiling 

temperature between water produced by the leaching reaction 

and formic acid. The boiling point of formic acid is 100.8°C, 

however, the formic acid-water azeotropic mixture has a boiling 

point at 107°C.56 Therefore, by introducing water in the recycled 

formic acid, it is hard to avoid small water contamination during 

the distillation process. To further confirm the composition of 

recycled formic acid, NMR is used to determine the different 

hydrogen bonding in the formic acid and recycled formic acid. 

Fig. S4 shows the NMR spectrum for the virgin formic acid and 

Fig. S5 shows the NMR spectrum of recycled formic acid. In Fig. 

S4, there are two characteristic peaks for formic acid, the one 

at 11.03 ppm represents the hydrogen of carboxyl, and the peak 

at 8.00 ppm refers to the hydrogen for aldehyde.57 The area for 

these two peaks is approximately 1:1, which means the amount 

of two types of hydrogen is similar. Compared to commercial 

formic acid, the peak for hydrogen of carboxyl shifts to the right 

due to the presence of water in the recycled formic acid in Fig. 

S5. ICP-MS is tested to further prove the purity of recycled 

formic acid. As shown in Table S3, although the recovered 

formic acid contains trace metal elements, which is slightly 

higher than that of commercial formic acid, the recovered 

formic acid still has high purity. In addition, the recycle 

efficiency of formic acid is as high as 99.8% where the small 

inevitable loss is caused by the leaching and distillation 

processes.  

The recycled formic acid can be further utilized in the recycling 

process. To verify the feasibility, the recycled formic acid is 

applied in several new recycling processes. The conditions are 

set at 60°C for 5 hours and the results are summarized in Fig. 

7a. The average leaching efficiencies of the NMC111, which is 

leached by the regenerated formic acid, are 100.03%0.03%, 

0.41%0.04%, 3.44%0.11% and 0.32%0.02% for Li, Ni, Mn 

and Co, respectively. The average leaching efficiency for 

NMC622 is 100.31%0.25% of Li with only 0.53%0.01% of Ni, 

3.79%0.89% of Mn, and 0.66%0.04% of Co. For NMC811, 

100.04%0.02% of Li can also be leached out, and only 

0.46%0.37%, 3. 70%0.21%, and 1.09%0.2% of Ni, Mn and 

Co, respectively, are leached out with lithium. Same 

phenomena happen for the average leaching efficiency of black 

mass, which is 100.01%0.02% of Li, 2.33%0.08% of Ni, 3. 

47%0.08% of Mn and 0.32%0.02% of Co. 

 In contrast, the leaching efficiency of TMs with the recovered 

formic acid is slightly higher than that of the virgin formic acid 

due to the existence of water, which can dissolve more TMs 

formate salts. However, this is not a concern as TMs formate 

salts can be converted to insoluble TMs oxide compound during 

sintering process. Then, it can be collected and combined with 

insoluble TMs oxide and TMs formate salts in the recycling 

process.  
A green, high efficiency and selective leaching process with 

formic acid was reported in this work, and the fully closed-loop 

process is proposed in Fig. 7b. After the leaching process, the 

lithium-rich solution and the filter cake of TMs formate and TMs 

oxide can be obtained. Then, the lithium-rich solution 

undergoes distillation to obtain lithium formate and TMs 

formate powder. Meanwhile, the formic acid can be recycled by 

simple distillation method with a recycling efficiency of 99.8%. 

This can be reused in the recycling scheme. After leaching and 

purification processes, the TMs products (TMs formate and TMs 

oxide) are separated from the recovered lithium carbonate and 

collected for further recycling steps. Lastly, the battery-grade 

recovered lithium carbonate can be applied in battery material  
manufacture. Besides, all TMs products can be dissolved in 2.0 

M formic acid with H2O2 for additional processing. Altogether, 
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this process does not produce any secondary waste and 

completely achieve closed-loop recycling of lithium. 

Cost analysis  

The cost of lithium recovery process is analysed through 

EverBatt model using the best available information and 

compared with the results obtained from hydrometallurgical 

process.58, 59 The numerical results of this closed-loop lithium 

recovery process analysis are tabulated in the Table S5. The 

main cost factors and ratio of cost breakdowns contributing to 

the determination of each recycling process are shown in Figure 

8a. For both lithium recovery process and hydrometallurgical 

process, the most contributing breakdown is direct costs, which 

are 48.9%, and 46.3% respectively. The direct cost includes 

equipment, buildings, process and auxiliary, service facilities, 

yard improvement, and land, which mainly related to the 

procedure of recycling process.  Compared to the default 

hydrometallurgical recycling process, the closed-loop lithium 

recovery process does not require the separation of anode and 

cathode material, and the precipitation of the lithium from the 

leaching solution. Due to the less equipment involved in, the 

cost of total capital investment for closed-loop lithium recovery 

process is 2.03% ($975,148 less) lower than the 

hydrometallurgical process. The indirect cost contains 

engineering & supervision fee, and construction expense & 

contractor fee, which are assumed as 10% of the direct cost in 

the analysis model. Although the manufacturing cost is only 

20.7% and 22.2% of total cost for lithium recovery process and 

hydrometallurgical process, it contributes a significantly 

expense reduction by using the closed-loop lithium recovery 

process, which is 13.37% lower ($3,072,425 less) than the 

hydrometallurgical process. The direct manufacturing cost 

demonstrates the cost difference between two recycling 

process. To further quantify this difference, Figure 8b is created 

to highlight the cost differences among the main factors. The 

cost of raw materials account for a great proportion in 

manufacturing cost, which is 37.58% and 43.02% in lithium 

recovery process and hydrometallurgical process. The cost 

difference on raw materials for two recycling process is 

$1,686,070, which leads to a 54.88% cost gap between lithium 

recovery process and hydrometallurgical process. For lithium 

recovery process, although the price of the formic acid, which is 

the principal chemical used in the closed-loop lithium recovery, 

is $500-$1000 per tonne,60 the recyclability of formic acid in the 

whole process dramatically decreases the cost of raw materials. 

On contrast, even the major chemicals, such as sulfuric acid, 

hydrogen peroxide, hydrochloric acid, soda ash, and sodium 

hydroxide ($66.46, $686.71, $430.22, $150.02, and $400.00 per 

ton respectively) are all less costly than the formic acid, the 

expenses on chemicals in hydrometallurgical process are still 

higher than the lithium recovery process because most 

chemicals are consumed by the reaction and cannot be 

recovered. Otherwise, it is worth analysing the differences in 

waste disposal costs for the lithium recovery and the 

hydrometallurgical process. The solid waste for 

hydrometallurgy mainly comes from the current collector and 

cell shell (Cu, Al, and Fe). In order to deal with these materials 

$92,700 will be charged every year. During the 

hydrometallurgical process, 5.8kg (per kg of spent battery 

recycled) wastewater is generated, which takes $107,174.7 to 

do the purification to meet emission standards. On contrast, 

this lithium recovery process can significantly decrease the 

generation of solid waste and wastewater by eliminating the 

effect of lithium on metals separation and recycling of used 

water through the distillation process. Therefore, the cost for 

dealing with solid waste and wastewater can be dropped to 

$7,306 and $5,942 per kg of spent battery recycled. Besides, all 

other expenses are cost of operating labor, supplies, 

maintenance and repairs, charges of laboratory, and other fixed 

costs in the EverBatt model. All these terms are calculated 

based on the fixed capital investment and the findings turn out 

that they play comparable roles between the two methods. 

According to the analysis, the total cost to recipient ($/kg spent 

battery) for lithium recovery process is $2.47, which is lower 

than the hydrometallurgical process ($2.78). Besides that, this 

lithium recovery process can directly produce the battery grade 
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Li2CO3 with a recovery rate at 99.8%. However, for default 

hydrometallurgical process, lithium in the leaching solution is 

precipitated in the form of Li2CO3 by CO2 or carbonate salt, and 

the process  requires extra concentration and purification 

process, high temperature treatment, to obtain ~95% purity of 

Li2CO3, which cannot match the requirement for most battery 

applicatons.61 For those further concentration, purification 

process and high temperature treatment, more chemicals, 

energy, and equipment will be needed, which will significantly 

increase the cost of recipient. Therefore, the closed-loop 

lithium recovery process is an affordable method to recovery 

lithium from spent lithium-ion batteries.  

Carbon footprint is essential in evaluating the mitigation 

potential of climate change and the energy consumption of the 

recycling process in the life cycle assessment of lithium-ion 

batteries.62 Less materials and energy required tend to shift the 

carbon footprint downward. Compared to the traditional 

production processes of lithium carbonate, this lithium recovery 

method avoids the high-temperature treatment. All heat-

treatment is lower than 400°C, which can significantly reduce 

the production of CO2. In addition, all chemicals used during 

lithium recovery process can be recycled, which decreased the 

requirement of the materials. Furthermore, compared to other 

recycling processes, this lithium recovery process does not 

produce any wastewater.  

Conclusion  

In this paper, we develop a highly selective recycling process to 

recover lithium from spent LIBs with easily degradable formic 

acid. The selective extraction system exhibited an excellent 

performance to recover lithium from spent cathode materials. 

The lithium can be completely extracted with a leaching 

efficiency of 100% at 60°C for 5 hours in all pure, mixed cathode 

materials, and black mass from the real recycling process. Other 

elements are rarely leached out with lithium with leaching 

efficiency lower than 5%, indicating a highly selective extraction 

only for lithium. After distillation and sintering processes, the 

purity of recovered lithium carbonate is as high as 99.994% with 

an impressive recycling rate of 99.8%. In addition, the formic 

acid is reusable, which means that our proposed process does 

not produce any secondary waste. More importantly, this 

method has been successfully applied to the black mass, which 

is the real spent materials including different cathode materials, 

anode materials and conductive carbon. In summary, we 

developed a new method to selectively recover 99.8% lithium 

as lithium carbonate with 99.95% purity. In addition, all 

chemicals and transition metals can be reused via a facile 

distillation process, thereby allowing a fully closed-loop process 

for an environmentally friendly lithium recovery process. 
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